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264725 Feature
Enhance

ment

N/A Database New command line utility to check aliased list consistency This tool will report and optionally
fix any aliased lists in the
database that are not consistent.
Aliased lists consist of an original
list which can be edited by the
GUI and one or more alias lists
that should be identical. If alias
lists are found to be different than
the original list, they are reported
as different.

264087 Feature
Enhance

ment

N/A Notificatio
n

Email notification settings may be set by Business Area and Project The behavior settings for
AD_HOC_EMAIL_FROM_ADDR
ESS,
AD_HOC_EMAIL_FROM_SEND
ER,
EMAIL_ADMINISTRATOR_NAM
E,
EMAIL_ADMINISTRATOR_USE
R_ID, EMAIL_FROM_USER_ID,
and
EMAIL_FROM_USER_NAME
may now be set for any Business
Area and Project, overriding the
global settings on the behavior
settings screen.

264043 Feature
Enhance

ment

N/A Relations
hips

Fields with Relationship group attributes auto-populate There is a new optional layout
cell attribute named RID OMIT
AUTO POPULATE. This field
may be applied to a text or text
area field that is used with the
layout cell attributes RID
RELATIONSHIP NAME and RID
RELATION TYPE.  Under normal
operation without this new layout
cell attribute, the text or text area
field is normally populated
automatically by the relationship
group with the ID of the related
issue.  Under some
circumstances, this is not
desired, and the RID OMIT
AUTO POPULATE prevents the
retention of the related issue ID
when the main issue is updated.
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265302 Feature
Enhance

ment

N/A Search /
Report

Quickfind keyword search now supports phrase searching Keyword searching with
Quickfind now supports the ability
to find phrases.  The phrase you
are searching for should be
placed in quotation marks.  For
example, enter "operating
system" to search for the entire
string within your issues.  Also,
issue IDs within your text are now
indexed, as well as email
addresses.

264853 Feature
Enhance

ment

N/A User
Custom

New user custom exit named ucFilterPopup for pop-up list fields This new user custom exit is the
counter part of
ucRenderListValues for list fields.

263924 Product
Bug

7.0.11 Add &
Edit

Alignment of Document fields in multiple repeating row layouts of different types When document fields from
multiple repeating row layouts
with different layout types are
placed horizontally on an
embedded layout, they would
previously be "mis-aligned",
given that ExtraView would place
them on successive rows, one for
each repeating row.  A new
layout cell attribute named
COLLAPSE REPEATING ROWS
will align all the data horizontally
from the different repeating rows.

263802 Product
Bug

7.0.11 Business
Rules

LINK business rule did not work always after upgrade to version 7.0.11 This bug was introduced into
7.0.11 and has been fixed.

264704 Product
Bug

7.0.5 Business
Rules

Business rule worked on ADD screen but not EDIT screen The root cause of this bug was
an unusual configuration
combining a "visible if" layout cell
attribute on an embedded layout
where a particular numeric field
that was the result of a
calculation in business rules
resided, but the fields used in the
calculation were not embedded in
the same layout.  This has been
fixed.

260055 Product
Bug

7.0.9 Perforce
Integratio

n

Error with SEND_EMAIL setting The value for the SEND_EMAIL
setting was case sensitive as
opposed to case insensitive.
This has been fixed.
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263019 Product
Bug

6.6.5 Quickedit QuickEdit triggered refresh business rule on text area field This problem only occured with
IE8 as the user's browser.  The
cause was a difference in how
IE8 handles CR/LF within text
area fields when the field was
originally populated from a
browser on a different operating
system, and how the browser
changed the CR/LF combination.
We now look for this and
compensate, so the field does
not appear changed to the
business rule processor.

261129 Product
Bug

6.6.3 Search /
Report

Planning report did not compute calendar date differences correctly in all cases This problem only occured when
two dates involved in a
calculation were on either side of
the transition from daylight
savings time to standard time
and vice versa.  The problem has
been fixed.

264477 Product
Bug

7.0.10 Search /
Report

Column Report not displaying field values in some cases This was a complex and obscure
problem.  It only involved
installations utilizing LDAP
servers, and where the user's
Alternative User ID was different
than their User ID.  In this case,
the database was incorrectly
using the Alternative User ID to
record the change as opposed to
using the real User ID.  This has
been fixed, and the update
includes a script to search for
and correct any data that was
incorrect.

265298 Product
Bug

7.0.11 XML
Import

and
Export

Metadata export task did not update task table This problem resulted from an
installation having multiple import
tasks running, as opposed to
there only being a single import
task running.  Changes have
been made to prevent this
happening.
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